Dave’s Blarg!
2011-Dec-11

This weekend was productively fun :) I went over to bend with the solar car
team and the team made the body for their new solar vehicle. It went amazingly fast, probably at least in part due to the 20 or so team members who
came to work.

This is the top for the high school
team vehicle (made from the OSU
mold) It came out really well.

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh (that’s at
least one shot in the blarg
drinking game….

Kathy is trying to decide if
the car should be this long,

Or Thiiiiiiiiis long :D

Each mold got around three layers of carbon fiber and about
a half dozen layers of other material. It’s sometimes odd to
think that something that is a floppy piece of fabric now is
going to be harder than steel after two hours of baking.

The carbon fiber body layup
went *extremely* well, the
folks from integrated composites in Redmond, Oregon
were super helpful. We even
had some folks from the local high school solar car team
show up to help too :)

One of the local high school team members was *really* excited to be there :)

Kathy is looking for the window
in the new cockpit canopy...

The ‘Shoe Parking Lot’ at our
host’s place in Bend

The advisor for the
bend high school solar
car team let the team
stay at his awesome
house (*all* 20 of us!)
We were going to set up
the laser obstacle course
but
we didn’t have
time :(
The Engineer parking lot...

This is the composites shop at the end of
our stay after cleaning. Places like this
always strike me with a super wound (in a
good way) feeling of poised possibilities.

And, funny story, I set up a camera to
do a time lapse series of making the
car body, and on a whim I hooked to
the interwebs and served up a live
webcam feed from the shop. It went
onto the facebook and before ya know
it a reporter from the local paper
stopped by :) It was pretty neat having
folks follow us while we worked too :)
You can see the time lapse videos at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=a3YfSOr9gLY
And
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=SLZUpsj11bQ
I love being able to just ‘tether’ to the
internet and not having to bug folks
(The *best* place to look in the videos
about getting on to the company internet
is at the right side of the section closer
to the camera, each frame is 10 seconds apart and you can watch things
sliiiiiiiiiiiiide slowly down into the car after folks set them down on the slippery mold :D

I also started playing Pandora internet radio on the
second day, which probably helps explain how I’ve
sed 1.434 Gigs of my two Gig data plan in only eight
days…. (this file is saved on my computer as “Holy
Data Usage Batman.png”) Lucky for me my plan
rolls on the 12th...

It was so worth it, just for special moments like this one where the team is
showing us the way to “Da Beach”!

Stephanie and I (and Toby for the first half) went for an awesome run today!
We are training up for our 14.6 mile trail run next Saturday, so we set out to
do 5-6 miles to ‘taper in’. About 3 miles in we came to a crossroads and
Stephanie said “Hey, how about we make this a little closer to 14” I said
“ok” (and Toby said “I’m of to grout tile!”) and about an hour and a half
later (thanks to a super helpful biker with a map) Stephanie and I found our
way back to the trailhead :)

Waiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit1!!! Stephanie and Toby are leading the way into the fog….

It always surprises me how cold places look so much less cold in pictures….

Stephanie and I couldn’t remember if this was from ‘Pretty Woman’ or ‘Footloose’ (and
quite possibly neither), but in any event this is our glam bridge pose :)

Here’s hoping that everyone has an awesome Monday, and awesome week,
and certain folks don’t wake up too sore tomorrow :D !!
- Dave
dave@ogormanfamily.com
P.S. I was just talking to a friend of mine today who didn’t realize that There
was a website for all these! Thanks to my awesome brother Jaymz we are
the proud owners of ogormanfamily.com and you can track down any
*accidentally* deleted back issues at:
Dave.ogormanfamily.com

